Student Government will host a policy-specific campus carry debate between the University Democrats and the College Republicans. **The debate will be at 7:00 pm on November 16, 2015 in WEL 2.224.** The debate will be followed by a Q&A.

Campus Carry is the law of the land. Just as the legalization of same-sex marriage is final, so is Campus Carry. While advocacy for changing laws can be necessary and just, political realities in Texas make repeal unlikely. Therefore, the content of this debate will not be "Campus Carry good" versus "Campus Carry bad." Questions will focus on the implementation of Campus Carry and which stances are responsible moving forward. For instance, a line of questioning may discuss whether CHL training programs are adequate enough, and whether it is proper to argue for their strengthening or weakening. As moderator, my hope is to shift our discourse toward how to make the best of our situation - whether you like Campus Carry or not.

If students, faculty, or staff would like certain lines of questioning considered during the debate, please e-mail zachary.stone@utexas.edu. This should be an adversarial and educational evening.